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SPRINGFIELD, MO  - August 12, 2020 - D3 Technologies announced today a strategic partnership with 
MasterGraphics. D3 will take a significant stake in MasterGraphics as a minority shareholder through a merger 
that joins their 3D Systems and 3D Platform Printer business with MasterGraphics existing HP 3D print 
portfolio.  Mastergraphics will now be the entity focused on 3D print with an exclusive partnership with D3 
technologies.    

D3 Technologies is a group of Manufacturing Business & Technology Consultants, focused on enabling 
companies to implement the most intelligent 3D engineering and design technologies into their product 
development process.  

“We are excited to join forces with Mastergraphics to improve the expertise and solution set we can bring to our 
clients around additive manufacturing. With our exclusive and strategic partnership, our partners will now have 
access to industry leading technologies from both 3D Systems and HP.”    Kevin Schlack, President D3 
Technologies  

MasterGraphics has provided innovative print technology to the engineering and design community for over 70 
years, ensuring clients have best-in-class processes for leveraging both 2D and 3D printing. Mastergraphics has 
been in the Additive Manufacturing space since 2008 and is focused on partnering with clients to leverage 3D 
print to decrease time to market, improve innovation, and reduce cost.    

This partnership creates a mutually beneficial relationship that will better support our clients with their additive 
manufacturing goals. While D3 will focus on Design Technologies & Innovation, MasterGraphics will solely be 
focusing on the ever-growing 3D Print market.   

 “We are excited to leverage the strengths of both companies and expand our region of focus while also adding 
3D Systems to our portfolio.  Further, we will be bringing HP’s revolutionary Multi Jet Fusion 3D print 
technology to D3’s partners to help accelerate true additive manufacturing adoption.    

While we will aide clients with the proper technology for 3D print, D3 will partner with them to leverage new 
design techniques needed to unlock the true value of 3D printing. Together, D3 and MasterGraphics combined 
expertise will help move the manufacturing industry forward and spur true innovation.” -Kevin Carr, President 
of MasterGraphics  

As a result of this integrated approach, both companies expect exponential growth and operational efficiencies.   

  

About D3 Technologies   

Founded in 1999, D3 Technologies is a group of Manufacturing Business & Technology Consultants. D3 is 
focused on enabling companies to implement the most intelligent 3D engineering and design technologies into 
their product development process.  
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Whether its improving workflows, alignment with the right technologies or providing educational pathways and 
support, D3 takes clients from initial concept to the final product by supporting the entire enterprise through a 
comprehensive approach.  

In addition to D3’s consultative expertise & CAD neutral software solutions, they are a valued integrator of 
Autodesk design & manufacturing solutions and proud Autodesk Platinum-level partner.  

See a full list of D3 Technologies solutions and services at: www.TeamD3.com  
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